TO: PRIORITY DIRECTOR.

RYBAT

FOR: JOHN WARNER FROM HELMS

REF: DIRECTOR

1. AS FAR AS CAN TELL MORNING 16 OCTOBER, WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR YOUR CALL SCHEDULED FOR 2100 LOCAL TIME. WILL ADVISE YOU IMMEDIATELY IF THERE ANY CHANGE, WHICH MAY BE INDUCED BY POSSIBLE MEETING WITH PAK PRIME MINISTER BHUTTO. IN THAT EVENT WILL CALL YOU 17 OCTOBER.

2. ASSUME COX STAFF WANTS TO TALK ABOUT PARAGRAPH 2 OF 28 JUNE 1972 MEMO. WOULD HAVE THOUGHT BY NOW, HOWEVER, THAT THEY WOULD HAVE UNDERSTOOD MY EXPLANATIONS ABOUT WHAT I WAS TRYING TO DO IN KEEPING AGENCY FROM GETTING EMBROILED IN WATERGATE BURGLARY, ALSO WHY IS IT SO DIFFICULT FOR THEM TO UNDERSTAND THAT I WANTED THE TO ABIDE BY DELIMITATION AGREEMENT AND NOT TO THE INVESTIGATION OF BURGLARY AS HUNTING FOR EXTRADITION QUESTION IN VENICE? I MUST ADMIT THAT IF I HAD KNOWN THIS INTERIAL MEMORANDUM WAS TO BE READ BY

CONTINUE/

APPROVED FOR RELEASE
DATE: MAR 2008
HR79-14
(U)
PEOPLE OUTSIDE AGENCY WHO DO NOT UNDERSTAND THESE THINGS, I WOULD HAVE WRITTEN IT AND MANY OTHERS QUITE DIFFERENTLY. IN ANY EVENT I AWAIT YOUR CALL.

3. DOES COX WANT TO SEND SOMEONE OUT HERE TO INTERVIEW ME? KISSINGER CANCELLED MY TRIP TO KABUL PAKISTAN THIS WEEK BECAUSE OF THE WAR AND HIS DESIRE TO HAVE ME ON LOCATION HERE. E2, IMPDET.
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